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A Kinsey Millhone mystery. . . When Kinsey Millhone answers her office door late one night, she lets

in more darkness than she realizes. Janice Kepler is a grieving mother who can't let the death of her

beautiful daughter Lorna alone. The police agree that Lorna was murdered, but a suspect was

never apprehended and the trail is now ten months cold. Kinsey pieces together Lorna's young life:

a dull day job a the local water treatment plant spiced by sidelines in prostitution and pornography.

She tangles with Lorna's friends: a local late-night DJ; a sweet, funny teenaged hooker; Lorna's

sloppy landlord and his exotic wife. But to find out which one, if any, turned killer, Kinsey will have to

inhabit a netherworld from which she may never return.
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Ahh, Sue Grafton. My guilty pleasure of choice, because with her (usually) firm grip on

characterization and plotting she crafts the best mystery series out there with her alphabet

mysteries -- and one could scarcely call them a 'guilty' pleasure at all. Having just read three heavy,

depressing novels in a row I found that I needed an escape. So what did I do? I picked up the next

installment of P.I. Kinsey Millhone's adventures and found solace in her hometown of Santa Teresa,

California in the 1980s. "K is for Killer" is a step up from the clunking "J is for Judgment", but

unfortunately suffers from some problems of its own. While I am imminently satisfied with "K", I am a

little nervous. "H" was a flat-out stinker, "J" was pretty flawed, and now "K" shows visible signs of

strain in Grafton's usually tight grip on pacing and plotting -- with only the sterling "I is for Innocent"



remaining on par with the earlier books in the series. You see, while Grafton's style usually has the

plot delving right into the mystery at hand (she is not an author who likes to waste time -- which is

one of the things I love about her), in "K" it feels forced and unrealistic. Kinsey is approached by a

client, Janice Kepler, who wants her to investigate her daughter Lorna's mysterious death ten

months earlier, late on a Sunday evening. By Monday morning Kinsey has not only plowed through

the background information that Janice supplied her with, but spoken to not one but TWO of the

people involved in the case. Kinsey's investigation moves at such a rapid clip that it becomes

completely implausible. And in all of her questioning, only one potential suspect in the entire book

seems reluctant to talk to her.
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